
OpenVIN-OJupyter

OpenVINO is an open source tool platform for optimizing the speed of AI inference, improving 

the performance of common deep learning in computer vision, speech recognition, natural 

language processing, and more. After converting those models using Tensorflow, PyTorch, Caffe 

and other frameworks to OpenVINO models, you can experience performance optimization and 

performance improvements on multiple different types of accelerators (CPU, GPU, NCS2).

We rewrote the OpenVINO example into an .ipynb file that can be easily and quickly executed by 

JupyterLab.

Version 20230223



Applications

Applications provided by OpenVINO: medical image segmentation, human pose 
recognition, Bert question answering, image classification, image deblurring, face 
recognition, location recognition, object detection, driving behavior recognition, 
translation, image restoration, MRI reconstruction, handwriting recognition, Image 
background removal, image synthesis, image segmentation, image parallax, noise 
reduction, speech recognition, text-to-speech.



Before Use

• Please paste the following command in the terminal and press enter:

pip install openvino-dev[mxnet,caffe]==2022.2.0



function catalog

• 3d_segmentation_demo: segmentation of brain tumor images

• action_recognition_demo: action recognition

• background subtraction demo: remove the background

• bert_named_entity_recognition_demo: read text from english webpages for recognition

• bert_question_answering_demo : read text from an english webpage for question and answer

• bert_question_answering_embedding_demo: english webpage text question and answer embedding

• classification_demo: image classification

• colorization_demo: image colorization

• deblurring_demo: image deblurring

• face_detection_mtcnn_demo: face feature point detection

• face_recognition_demo: face recognition

• formula_recognition_demo: formula recognition



function catalog

• gesture_recognition_demo: sign language recognition

• gpt2_text_prediction_demo: GPT2 prediction text

• handwritten_text_recognition_demo: handwriting recognition

• human_pose_estimation_3d_demo: 3D human pose detection

• human_pose_estimation_demo: human pose detection

• image_inpainting_demo: image inpainting

• image_retrieval_demo: image retrieval

• image_translation_demo: image synthesis

• instance_segmentation_demo: image segmentation

• machine_translation_demo: English-Russian translation, English-German translation

• monodepth_demo: disparity map from image 

• mri_reconstruction_demo : MRI image reconstruction

• multi_camera_multi_target_tracking_demo: multi-camera object tracking 



function catalog

• noise_suppression_demo: sound file noise suppression

• object_detection_demo: object detection

• place_recognition_demo: place recognition

• segmentation_demo: image segmentation

• single_human_pose_estimation_demo: single human pose detection

• smartlab_demo: action recognition

• sound_classification_demo: sound classification

• speech_recognition_deepspeech_demo: DeepSpeech speech recognition

• speech_recognition_quartznet_demo: QuartzNet speech recognition

• speech_recognition_wav2vec_demo: Wav2Vec speech recognition

• text_spotting_demo: text recognition

• text_to_speech_demo: text-to-speech

• time_series_forecasting_demo: time series forecasting

• whiteboard_inpainting_demo: whiteboard text display



3d_segmentation_demo

Function: Segmentation of 3D brain tumor 

images

Introduction: Segmentation of BraTS2019 

medical images into blocks with brain tumors

Source: Medical Imaging from BraTS2019

Inference file source:
https://www.med.upenn.edu/cbica/brats2019/data.html

https://www.med.upenn.edu/cbica/brats2019/data.html


action_recognition_demo

Function: action recognition

Introduction: Take ipynb as an example to identify 

people's behaviors while driving, such as making calls, 

driving safely, sending messages, etc., as shown in 

driver_actions.txt

Source: video, image, webcam

Inference file source:
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/kunalrawat/test-video

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/kunalrawat/test-video


background_subtraction_demo

Function: remove background

Introduction: When someone appears, remove the background other than the 

person, and fill the removed background with light green

Source: video, image, webcam



bert_named_entity_recognition_demo

Function: Read text from English web pages for 

identification

Introduction: After reading the text parsed by the 

English web page, output the state represented by 

the words in each sentence, LOC represents location, 

PER represents person, ORG represents organization, 

MISC represents miscellaneous

Source: URL

Note: Too much text on the webpage may cause the 

recognition failure



bert_question_answering_demo

Function: Read text from English web 

pages for question and answer

Introduction: After reading the text 

parsed by the English web page, enter 

the questions related to the web page, 

and the most likely answers, scores and 

sources will appear.

Source: URL



bert_question_answering_embedding_demo

Function: Read text from English web pages for question and answer

Introduction: After reading the text parsed by two English web pages, enter a 

question, and extract the most likely answer, score and source from the article

Source: two URLs



classification_demo

Function: image classification

Introduction: Take ipynb as an example, find the most 

similar category in the image, the category name that 

can be classified is shown in 

data/dataset_classes/imagenet_2012.txt

Source: video, image, webcam

Number of categories (topk): the most like n 

categories



colorization_demo

Function: Image colorization

Introduction: using neural networks to colorize a 

grayscale image or video.

Source: video, image, webcam

Inference video source:
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/kunalrawat/test-video

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/kunalrawat/test-video


deblurring_demo

Function: Image deblurring

Introduction: Deblurring an image

Source: video, image, webcam



face_detection_mtcnn_demo

Function: face feature point detection

Introduction: Detect the position of the face and the position of the eyes, the tip of 

the nose, and the corners of the mouth

Source: video, image, webcam



face_recognition_demo

Function: face recognition

Introduction: Recognize face position, feature 

point position and perform face recognition 

based on the images in the “data/face-

detection-image” folder

Source: video, image, webcam



formula_recognition_demo

Function: formula recognition

Introduction: If it is a webcam, parse the 

formula in the red box, if it is an image, parse 

the formula in the image

Source: video, image, webcam



gesture_recognition_demo

Function: sign language recognition

Introduction: Take ipynb as an example to identify the 

American Sign Language meaning represented by 

human hand movements. Please refer to 

“data/dataset_classes/msasl100.json” for the 

recognizable American Sign Language meaning

Source: video, image, webcam



gpt2_text_prediction_demo

Feature: GPT2 Predicted Text

Introduction: Parse the input sentence and output articles related to the sentence



handwritten_text_recognition_demo

Function: handwriting recognition

Introduction: Recognizing handwritten English

Source: image

Note: If you want to recognize handwritten Japanese, 
please change the model_name parameter to 
"handwritten-japanese-recognition-0001" and run it; if 
you want to recognize handwritten simplified Chinese, 
please change the model_name parameter to 
"handwritten-simplified-chinese-recognition-0001" and 
run it.



human_pose_estimation_3d_demo

Function: 3D human posture detection

Introduction: Identify the position and posture 

of a person in 3D space

Source: video, image, webcam

Remarks: The black coordinate axis can be 

dragged with the mouse to change the angle of 

the coordinate axis for viewing



human_pose_estimation_demo

Function: human pose detection

Introduction: Identify the position of people's eyes, 

nose, ears, neck, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, 

knees, ankles

Source: video, image, webcam



image_inpainting_demo

Function: image inpainting

Introduction: Doodle the image and press the spacebar or Enter 

key to inpainting it

Source: video, image, webcam

Remark:

The brush size slider can change the thickness of the graffiti pen

Press Backspace or c to clear graffiti

Press Spacebar or Enter to inpainting

Press r to go back to the original doodle page

Press the Tab key to switch between the original image and the 

repaired result

Press Esc or q to leave



image_retrieval_demo

Function: image retrieval

Introduction: Find out the pattern of the 

fabric in the video and list the most similar 

pattern

Source: video, image, webcam

Inference source:
https://github.com/19900531/test

https://github.com/19900531/test


image_translation_demo

Function: image translation

Introduction: using neural networks to synthesize a 

photo-realistic image based on an exemplar image.

Source: video, image, webcam

Inference source:
https://github.com/19900531/test

https://github.com/19900531/test


instance_segmentation_demo

Function: image segmentation

Introduction: Segment each category in the image, please refer 

to the content of “data/dataset_classes/coco_80cl_bkgr.txt” for 

the categories that can be split

Source: video, image, webcam



machine_translation_demo

Function: English-Russian translation, English-German translation

Introduction: Take ipynb as an example to translate files from 

English to Russian

Source: txt file containing English sentences

Note: If you want to translate from English to German, please 

change the model_name parameter to

machine-translation-nar-en-de-0002



monodepth_demo

Function: disparity map from image 

Introduction: Generate disparity map from input image

Source: video, image, webcam



mri_reconstruction_demo

Function: MRI magnetic resonance 

imaging reconstruction

Introduction: Reconstructing MRI magnetic 

resonance imaging images, the upper pull 

bar can see different slices, the left is the 

original image, and the right is the 

reconstructed image, which is very useful 

for MRI with insufficient sampling

Source file (source): MRI image npy file

Inference source:
https://sites.google.com/view/calgary-campinas-dataset/home

https://sites.google.com/view/calgary-campinas-dataset/home


multi_camera_multi_target_tracking_demo

Function: multi-camera object tracking 

Introduction: Track images from 
multiple cameras

Source: video



noise_suppression_demo

Function: noise suppression

Introduction: Noise reduction is performed 

on the source audio file, and the denoised 

audio file is stored in data/cleaned.wav

Source：wav file

被降噪的部分



object_detection_demo

Function: object detection

Introduction: Detect objects in the image, please 

refer to the content of 

“data/dataset_classes/coco_80cl.txt” for the types 

that can be detected

Source: video, image, webcam



place_recognition_demo

Function: place recognition

Introduction: Identify locations based on the images in the “data/gallery_folder” folder, and find 

the closest top location images

Source: video, image, webcam



segmentation_demo

Function: image segmentation

Introduction: Segmentation of various categories of images

Source: video, image, webcam



single_human_pose_estimation_demo

Function: single human pose detection

Introduction: Detect key points in each person's pose, ears, eyes, nose, shoulders, 

elbows, wrists, hips, knees and ankles

Source: video, image, webcam



smartlab_demo

Function: action recognition

Introduction: Read two videos, one from front view and one from 

top view, identify balance, weight, tweezers, box, battery, tray, 

ruler, rider, scale, hand position in both videos and actions

Source: video

Inference video source:
https://storage.openvinotoolkit.org/data/test_data/videos/smartlab/

https://storage.openvinotoolkit.org/data/test_data/videos/smartlab/


sound_classification_demo

Function: sound classification

Introduction: Read the wav audio file, classify 

which word the audio file is, please refer to 

the content of 

“data/dataset_classes/aclnet_53cl.txt” for the 

category name

Source: wav file



speech_recognition_deepspeech_demo

Function: DeepSpeech speech recognition

Introduction: Read the wav audio file and identify the content of the audio file

Source: wav file



speech_recognition_quartznet_demo

Function: QuartzNet speech recognition

Introduction: Read the wav audio file and identify the content of the audio file

Source: wav file



speech_recognition_wav2vec_demo

Function: Wav2Vec speech recognition

Introduction: Read the wav audio file and identify the content of the audio file

Source file (source): wav audio file



text_spotting_demo

Function: Text Recognition

Introduction: Recognize text in images

Source: video, image, webcam



text_to_speech_demo

Function: Text-to-speech

Introduction: Read in txt file, convert English words into 

voice and output to data/output.wav

Source: text file



time_series_forecasting_demo

Function: Time Series Forecasting

Introduction: Read in the power text file and output the 

time series forecast graph

Source: text file

Inference source:
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/00321/LD2011_2014.txt.zip

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/00321/LD2011_2014.txt.zip


whiteboard_inpainting_demo

Function: whiteboard inpainting

Introduction: Read the content of the whiteboard in the video 

and hide the person on a video

Source: video, webcam



Reference

• Please refer to the readme.txt in the SDK folder.

• LEADERG AppForAI: https://www.leaderg.com/appforai-windows

• Copyright © LEADERG INC. All rights reserved.

https://www.leaderg.com/appforai-windows
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